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As the OpenNebula 3.4 final release comes closer, we would like to give the oportunity to contributors to upgrade existing translations
and submit new ones.

Current Sunstone translations are:
- Russian (see attached file)
- Italian (see attached file)

Existing translation files have been upgraded (commit 0612a4ac6d2a8ed06dae6231882b863e45830ed5 in master) to include new
strings which are left untranslated. They can be easily located by searching for "". For example the command:
$> grep '""' <translation_file.js>

prints out the lines that need to be translation in this file. Current translation completeness is around 84%.
New translations can be submitted by completing the empty translation template (en_US.js - see attached file).
Contributions can be submitted by attaching the new/upgraded translation .js files to this ticket or by email. The final release is

scheduled in less than two weeks, so they should preferably be submitted this week. Later submissions will be incorporated to the 3.4
branch.

There is also a ticket for SelfSerfice translations (check related issues below).
Thanks a lot for your contributions!
Related issues:
Related to Feature # 1187: New and upgrades of SelfService translation for 3....

Closed

03/29/2012

Related to Feature # 1116: Localization file for Italian (it_IT)

Closed

02/08/2012

04/05/2012

Associated revisions
Revision 6ccc60f2 - 04/06/2012 09:48 AM - Hector Sanjuan
Feature #1186: update italian for 3.4 release

Revision c5341458 - 04/06/2012 04:55 PM - Hector Sanjuan
Feature #1186: update italian for 3.4 release
(cherry picked from commit 6ccc60f2ddaee0a51a6cff92abb886b11077a198)

05/11/2021

1/2

Revision 11ee6209 - 04/06/2012 04:59 PM - Hector Sanjuan
Feature #1186: update italian for 3.4 release
(cherry picked from commit 6ccc60f2ddaee0a51a6cff92abb886b11077a198)

Revision 2b83fc1c - 04/13/2012 11:03 AM - Hector Sanjuan
Feature #1186: Added porturguese (pt_PT) to Sunstone.
(cherry picked from commit c1208ef62804ed9e904269d6689b213b90eefba9)

Revision fd047b87 - 04/13/2012 04:22 PM - Hector Sanjuan
Feature #1186: Added porturguese (pt_PT) to Sunstone.
(cherry picked from commit c1208ef62804ed9e904269d6689b213b90eefba9)

History
#1 - 03/29/2012 10:50 AM - Hector Sanjuan
- Due date set to 04/05/2012
#2 - 03/29/2012 01:28 PM - Carlo Daffara
- File it_IT.js added

Updated the file with the missing translations for Italian.

#3 - 04/10/2012 02:21 PM - Ruben S. Montero
- Status changed from Assigned to Closed
- Resolution set to fixed

Files
en_US.js

17.7 KB

03/29/2012

Hector Sanjuan

it_IT.js

27.7 KB

03/29/2012

Hector Sanjuan

ru.js

39.6 KB

03/29/2012

Hector Sanjuan

it_IT.js

30.1 KB

03/29/2012

Carlo Daffara

05/11/2021

2/2

